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Vee-Go Grow™ plant and soil revitalizer is such
a necessary, well developed and unique product
that we believe it will become an industry
staple. This is not just because it helps to clean
up and rejuvenate the soil from the rigors of
chemical fertilizers, herbicides, fungicides,
pesticides, air pollution…, but because it
increases harvests and productivity. The more
feedback we get from farmers and growers of
all types, the more excited we are to share it
with more people. Below we have put together
some photos and descriptions of Vee-Go Grow
in use. We hope you will be really motivated to
give it a try!

The key is trying the product yourself, but before that
happens, you need some evidence that supports what we say.
We hope that these photos and stories below will inspire
confidence and motivate you to use Vee-Go Grow!
Oat & Rye Fields
Here is what happened the first year that a skeptical farmer in South
Carolina used Vee-Go Grow™ on one of his cattle grazing fields. The
fields are planted with a mixture of rye and oats.
In order to see for himself how our Vee-Go Grow™ product would
benefit his operation, the farmer planted one of three grazing fields with
Vee-Go Grow™. All three fields were planted on February 22, 2001. The
test field was sprayed with the proper dosage of Vee-Go Grow™, while the
other two fields were fertilized according to his usual procedure. A week
later, the cattle were accidentally turned loose on the treated field. What
grasses had started growing were grazed down to the ground before he
could get the cattle onto another field. He was sure that the field was
ruined and would have to be redone, but he left the field alone to see what
would happen. The following photographs, taken on March 22, 2001,
exactly 4 weeks after planting, tell the tale. The Vee-Go Grow™ treated
field has far surpassed the growth of the untreated fields. The rye & oats
are thick, dark green, and lush. There are no bare spots in the field, and no
yellowed patches. The oats are already heading, and both the rye & oats
are nearly two feet tall. The fields in which the usual fertilizers were used
are less than one foot tall, with bare and yellowed patches throughout.
This is a testimony that shows how Vee-Go Grow™ will help to grow
healthy lush fields for cattle to graze in as little as 4 weeks. This greatly
enhanced the farmers operation by keeping fresh feed available for his
cattle and greatly reducing the need to purchase hay from outside sources
while waiting for his fields to ripen.
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I am just thinking that if
I were a cow, I would
really like to eat from
the treated field!

What happened is that the cattle grazed
out the weedy, rough untreated field in only
a couple weeks. They had leg sores and
cuts from the weeds… They next went to
the lush and thick grasses in the Vee-Go
Grow™ field. The cattle couldn’t keep up
with the rich growth, and ended up staying
there for 2 ½ months - healthy and happy
as can be!
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